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Be true 

Be one Self 

The path of the not-attachment 

Song of the valley 

 

 

Introduction 

We do not have anything in particular to reach. Such is the fundamental 

message of the eternal wisdom of which we are the depositories and the alive 

expression.  The world such as it appears to us is already the goal of the voyage. As 

long as we seek another thing that what is, we create complications and prevent 

ourselves to coincide with what we are really. 

Even if the vogue of the “new age”, with its doubtful amalgams, still has 

beautiful days ahead, there is today an increasingly solid movement made of people 

sincerely eager to cease telling fairy tales to themselves. Most of them have behind 

them a whole life having led them to try out various experiences inspired of 

psychology, traditional wisdoms and probably several bad lucks. 

An increasingly abundant literature feeds this effort made of self examination 

and honesty. This booklet wants to be a contribution to that movement. 

Chapter 1 

 

 
 



Glossary 

The significance that I allotted to several terms used in the pages which follow 

can be somewhat far from their official definition, or has been oriented in a direction 

adapted to the context. For this reason I found good to start with this glossary of the 

principal of these terms. Moreover, throughout my work , I used capital letters when 

I wished to insist on the character of absolute of a concept. 

 

 

Attachment 

  

 

 

    

  
 



The adhesion that a person maintains with respect to a belief or a complex, and 

from there, the influence which those have on him.  

In childhood, our parents, our teachers, culture, personal history, generally very 

genuinely, filled us with all kinds of beliefs that themselves held for true. Early or 

late, these beliefs became cores of crystallization on which thoughts agglutinated in 

a loop of reinforcement leading to as many complexes.  The more a complex is 

rooted, the more we hold it for truth and adhere to it with force, the more the 

thoughts which it generates influence our attitudes and our behaviours. One speaks 

then about attachment. Even if it is towards a complex or a belief that the 

attachment goes, concretely, we direct it towards objects or symbols having an 

evocative power of those. Thus, an exaggerated attraction towards money  can be 

the expression of a subjacent complex of insecurity.  

Complex 

In psychoanalysis, one calls complex a completely of partially unconscious 

group of representations endowed with an emotional power able to influence our 

personality and to make us produce acts, thoughts and emotions contrary to our 

nature. 

A complex is born from a belief (simple information, unconscious interpretation 

of an event, of a traumatism,…) and keeps itself alive through time by producing 

thoughts which do not cease consolidating us in the certainty that this belief is true. 

A vicious circle follows: the complex generates thoughts which impress the 

conscience, which, in return,  reinforce the complex. 

Detachment 

The fact of not - or no more- adhere to an idea or a concept.  

“God exists” can be a simple idea or an invading complex if that implies a 

change in my attitudes or my personality, for example in the form of a spirit of faith 

and piety disconnected from reality, or even of religious integrism. “God does not 

exist” can also be a simple idea or bluntly a complex, and on the second assumption, 

induce certain changes of attitude and personality. Not adhering neither with one nor  

with the other of these ideas is a sign of detachment from them. They are in both 

cases simple concepts having no emotional power.  

Emotion 

Momentary agitation (rejoicing, fear, anger, emotion of being in love…) 

triggered off by the contact with a person or an object, real or imaginary, having an  

emotional significance.  

Fear is the emotion caused by the contact with a person or an object, real or 

imaginary, which one perceives as dangerous; rejoicing, the emotion caused by the 

contact with a person or an object, real or imaginary, which one perceives as 

answering to an intense aspiration or desire; anger, the emotion caused by the 



contact with a person or an object, real or imaginary, which one perceives as an 

hindrance to obtaining an object of waiting or desire; being in love, the emotion 

caused by the contact with a person, real or imaginary, whom one perceives as being 

able to provide us with happiness or to fill our existential vacuum. 

An emotion is a simple luminous indicator. It informs us on the bond existing 

between objects or people and the representation that we of them. To appear, an 

emotion needs a triggering object, real or imaginary, and of a representation 

endowed with an emotional power, in short a complex such as defined in this 

glossary. 

Deluded state 

The fact that the “I” took power on the «self» and dopes it literally, inducing a 

state quasi psychotic (psychosis being a major alteration of the personality and 

intellectual functions of which the person is not conscious).  

For the insane ones, the reasonable person is perceived as insane and the insane 

one like judicious. For this reason, in our world under control of the multitude of the 

“I” hallucinogens -kinds of viruses made of the sum of our beliefs and complexes-, 

various consensuses - as the economic growth at any price- are taken as very 

valuable and by no means questioned.  

The “I” dopes literally the «self» which becomes the puppet of the complexes, at 

the point to believe he is them. The self is literally identified with the cinema that 

they project to him in the form of thoughts. It is the deceived state, in opposition to 

the awakening one. 

I 

Personal pronoun indicating the person who speaks as a subject, i.e. author of 

the verb which follows it: I eat, I sing, I drive my car, I think.   

Considering that quite systematically, the complexes are the authors of our 

facts, thoughts and gestures, we will consider in the pages to come that “I” is the 

sum of the complexes of a person deceived on himself or herself.  In other words, 

generally, it is the sum of our complexes which, since our tender childhood, took the 

power on our life. That became to us so usual and banal that the true self it is not 

even conscious of it.  The majority of time, when we say “I walk”, in fact, it is the 

sum of our complexes which goes us.   

An important property of “I” is that it manages to make us believe that it acts as 

us.  We then give him an existence and a consistency which it does not have and 

cannot have: it is not that an amalgam of fossilized memories called complexes 

which we take for ourselves. So it “I” is a complex moreover, one super belief 

chapeautant all the others. Here why, in the pages which follow, the expressions “I” 

and “I complex” will be used indifferently. 

Intuition/true Vision 



Immediate perception of what is true without the assistance of the reflexion or 

the reasoning. 

Our thin sensory capacities and logics do not enable us to have a relevant idea 

of reality and way of us of comprising there.  

 

Intuition/true Vision 

Immediate perception of what is true without the assistance of the reflexion or 

the reasoning. 

Our thin sensory capacities and logics do not enable us to have a relevant idea 

of reality and way of us of comprising there. Moreover, our sets of projections 

deform the images that our bodies of the directions collect our environment. And as 

if it were not enough, let us add the fact that we can apprehend by the directions 

and mental only the one negligible part of the signals which reality emits. The 

intuition is our capacity with, despite everything, capacity to smell adequately the 

world unitairement,  broadly as well as in its details. It passes by the abdication of 

any attempt to apprehend it in a dualistic way through our mental. 

Me  

The personal conscience by which I feel subjectively the worlds outside and 

interior; but also by which I reflect and decide on my life within the limits of my 

capacity of self-determination. 

Who is the true captain of my vessel? For the moment, failing to really know its 

nature, we will call it “me” or “personal conscience”. It is our glance, our interior 

vision, our conscience of the external world and ourselves. For the majority, this 

glance is occupied by the projection of film of the thoughts and the emotions which 

they generate. Generally, “I” thus took “me” as an hostage. It should be said that 

the complexes make elbow to send their armadas thoughts on the screen of the 

personal conscience. Even if “me” were defined like the official captain of the vessel, 

the data on which it is based to draw up his roadmap are generally skewed by this 

background noise thundering and insisting of the thoughts. When it me is not taken 

as an hostage by “I”, it is my car-conscience,  the conscience of my also have-

thought, by which I can be observed and make decisions.  

Not-attachment/not-to think 

The fact of not adhering to a thought by by not attaching an other to its 

continuation.  

Then that the detachment implies not to adhere to an image or an idea (for 

example “God exists”), and thus not to make a belief or a complex of it, the not-

attachment simply consists in not feeding the thoughts that this complex or this 

belief sends to the conscience, in short not to feed an attachment. Let us suppose 



that I would be under the influence of the complex: “I must succeed in the life so 

that my father likes me”. It may be that this complex either so deeply enraciné that 

it makes now part of my personality and returns to me straightforwardly ambitious. 

To remove me instantaneously from this complex is probably not possible. Not to 

feed it here and maintaining is. As much the detachment is difficult, as much the 

not-attachment of a new thought to a thought which has just passed is accessible to 

each one and in any time. 

Thought 

Spontaneous , unconscious and involuntary formation of ideas, concepts, images 

projecting itself in the field of the conscience.  

A thought is a daydream. Born from a belief or a complex, it fits in the field of 

the conscience and reinforces the complex which gave birth to it. I chose “not-to 

think” like synonym of “not-attachment” rather than “not thought”. This last 

expression suggests an absence of thought (what is impossible) whereas the first 

suggests not thinking in here and now which follows a thought which one has just 

become aware. 

Reflexion 

Production voluntary and conscious of ideas, concepts, images according to a 

given goal. 

The reflexion cannot inform us or not on what is well or badly, relevant. On the 

other hand, once a decided direction, the reflexion can help us to register it in 

concrete reality. The reflexion not more than science cannot inform us about our goal 

of life, but of course the means of bringing up to date it. Ideally, a reflexion is carried 

out on the basis of intuition. 

Feeling 

Feeling true and inspired. 

The feeling is not an artificial production born from a complex like the east the 

emotion. It belongs to the field of the intuition also known as true vision. A feeling is 

true, an emotion is always related to a belief. Owing to the fact that it does not rest 

on an identification with one “I”, the feeling is not subjected to the sudden changes 

of mood of this one. 

Oneself 

  The share of absolute of a person. 

Practically, let us retain for the moment which it is what one formerly called the 

voice of conscience (fundamental) which blows us with the ear what is beautiful and 

true. It is the opposite of “I” whom one could compare with a blowing little devil us 

all kinds of odd ideas.  



Truth 

Conform to reality. 

Truth 

Conform to reality. The true vision is our vision when it is in conformity with 

reality. 

If I say: “This car is blue”, I am satisfied conformément to speak with what is 

and do not claim any to affirm a universal truth nor to pose the least value 

judgment. Practically, in the field of the language, there are only that which are true 

and that which is not it. That has nothing to do with the concept of truth which is 

only one invented arbitrary concept of all parts and fluctuating largely of a tradition 

to another.  

 

 

Chapter 2 

To be true 

-1- 

Dialogue: Protagonists 

Three characters will accompany us throughout this book: I, me and Oneself. 

They will live under our eyes the fundamental existential drama of any human 

existence and will make us discover art to release itself some. In this first dialogue 

let us discover we them in their specificities. 

 

 

I: 

     That it or not is wanted, I am there to last. I have experience of that which 

knows and the vision from which will go far in the life. Without me, how would the 

world go ? 

Me: 

 

  

 

  



     Me, all that interests me, it is to be well. Happy what… 

I (with ego): 

     For this reason and me let us be plain for you like the fingers of the hand. 

Oneself: 

     Speak, speak, my good friends. You do not know it yet, but it is me only who 

have the first and the last word. One day or the other you will end up understanding 

that apart from me, there is nothing which is in oneself, but that all is from Self, i.e. 

from me. 

Me (with Self): 

     Oh, you and your philosophages! I am enough tall to clear up me! I will build my 

happiness without you and your principles,… and am ready to put the price at it…! 

Oneself: 

    The price? Which price? Don't you know that happiness is not a food product that 

one compromises? And what it can't of this fact of being acquired price n the other 

hand? 

I (with ego): 

     Does not listen to it.  You and me, we you will find it your happiness. You know it 

so much… that I am your marrow, your heart, your major voice! You and me, we are 

made same fabric, same piece of wood!  

Me: 

     Thank you my old man. You you include/understand me.  

I: 

     Normal, you are me and I am you… 

Oneself (with itself): 

     Ah youth! Let us let do it its experiments… 

 

 

-2- 

Three ages to be it true 

The philosopher's stones are seldom done in a day. To become true either. For 

the majority among us, that passes by three great ages.  

Initially “Me is I” (or the great illusion);  then “Me is not I” (or the rejection of 

the world); and finally “Me is true” (or food without telling stories). 

Me is “I” (the great illusion) 

Of what do think you more these time? With an urgent work to finish before 

tomorrow ten hours? With a sick child? With a career to be chosen? With a relation in 

love wobbly? 

Now, do not think any more of nothing (let us say during ten seconds), by 

satisfying you to be there, completely lucid. 

  



When you thinking, where are you are occupied? In your thoughts, of course. In 

all cases not in your immediate reality. And when you do not think of nothing?  You 

are indeed there, present at your immediate reality, without anything to add to it. 

Let us forget as of now, if you want well, the famous one “I thus think I am” for “I 

thus do not think I am really there”. 

From which do your thoughts come? Is this you who deliberately chose them or 

are they come “like that”, one does not know from where, as emerged of 

nowhere?  To put the question, it is to answer it: it is not we who choose our 

thoughts, but rather they which fall us, even when we would like to blow a little and 

to think of nothing.  

In reality, most of the time, they are produced by our complexes, themselves 

result of a belief. 

Here some examples of beliefs being able to moult itself in complexes: “I must 

succeed socially in the life” (because I believe that my father awaits that of me to 

like me); “To be happy I must be in relation in love” (because if not I will be alone 

and unhappy all my life); “The men want me evil” (the proof, several of them 

already said me désobligeantes words); “Of the ladybirds in the house it is terrible!” 

(my mother also found that feeling reluctant);  “I decide only my destiny” (even my 

astrologer said to me that I am a go-ahead type, independent who listens to only 

itself), “Jesus is the son of God come to save the men” (I do not know why, but I 

believe in it),… All these complexes feed from the thoughts by which they remember 

to my good memory and thus, are maintained alive in me.   

Of course , the thoughts generated by the complexes as many reinforce, if we 

take them with the serious one, attitudes which end up being printed in the body. So 

many arched backs, uninsured steps, chins carried forwards, with hands turned over 

towards the inside are some examples. Et il y a aussi les somatisations. Ces 

manifestations commencent par des croyances renforcées jour après jour par les 

pensées. 

Of course , the thoughts generated by the complexes as many reinforce, if we 

take them with the serious one, attitudes which end up being printed in the body. So 

many arched backs, uninsured steps, chins carried forwards, with hands turned over 

towards the inside are some examples. And there are also somatizations. These 

demonstrations start with beliefs reinforced day after day by the thoughts.  

In spite of we really do not know from which our complexes come and thus the 

thoughts which they secrete, and although we did not do anything to choose them, 

we believe in it, at the point to let them occupy to it quasi totality of the field of our 

conscience. And the confidence which we grant to the thoughts is such that they 

make us pass by all kinds of emotions.  It is also they which make that we build 

ourselves heaps of scenarios which we do not hesitate to translate into acts: projects 

of life, confrontations  impassioned even passion, relational choices. Our thoughts, 

are our bottom of perpetual screen,  with  not to lose us there and to make us 

believe that they are ourselves. And our life occurs in this  perpetual hallucination. 



How long do we pass by day to being there, here, present at what occurs, without 

interposing the least there thought? Our thoughts are a wall between reality and 

ourselves, between reality and me. And when we say “I”,  it is most often of them 

that we speak, of these thoughts which are however very safe me. 

As well than we believe as “me” is this “I” makes thoughts and complexes which 

generate them, us are not only condemned not to be ourselves, but moreover, to 

pass continuously from the suffering to the pleasure then of the pleasure to the 

suffering, without never meeting the appeasing. It is normal: “I” who am behind all 

our thoughts is actually the sum of our complexes. However those  in perpetual 

contradiction the ones with the others are and generally in competition with those of 

others. The ones draw per Ci, others by there, according to circumstances'. And this 

leads us to unceasingly beat us with ourselves  and with our environment. This play 

deprives to us of our freedom and puts to us at mercy circumstances, of our past, 

our hormones. According to the chance of the moment, sometimes a complex will be 

expressed, sometimes another. Because the complexes ignite with the least stimulus 

of our environment, our hormones or our imagination.  

Of course , at the least subtle level of our identification with “I complex”, we 

project with the outside our notations symbolic and our complexes. From there our 

human relations with the image of our internal structures, our behaviors of 

entertainment intended to satisfy the appetite of the complexes, our escapes of the 

moment, which are as many activities by which we kill it  time to avoid the giddiness 

having the spirit without support none.  

On a more subtle level, it may be that one day, we seek with-inside causes it to 

us our evil of living. One will start to reading “Ceases being nice, is true”,  “The men 

come from March, the women of Venus”,  “Emotional intelligence”; or to follow a 

therapy, to take part in workshops of personal growth,…  By doing this, we will learn 

how to take some distance with respect to our usual cinema, with becoming pilot of 

our mental and observing our role plaies rather than systematically to transfer to the 

outside our interior scenarios. It is a major step. 

But at a given time, this psychological step has its limits. One comes from there 

to realize that it cannot regulate the feeling of existential vacuum durably. While 

becoming more lucid, one realizes quickly that makes some, the psychological step is 

naturally condemned to confine itself with the field of “I” which one after a fashion 

arranges the neuroses to make them less suffering. Even if, by the psychological 

advance,  we come to  to realize at which point our scenarios interior resulting from 

the complexes are sources of our sufferings, we try to handle them and arrange 

them without calling in question the fact that us to take for this “I” in oneself the 

stock of the tree structure is which carries all our evils. 

Comes time when “I complex” is perceived like the principal source of our evils. 

 
 

  



 

Me is not I (the rejection of the world) 

The suffering is our principal legal tender release. Like any emotion, it is a signal 

advisor the occurrence that there is something which does not turn out badly in our 

life, in spite of all our efforts to look after it “I” from “I”. Still is necessary it to be 

able to identify this something. Le temps peut être long avant que nous y parvenions 

et il se peut que nous ayons à tâtonner des années durant. 

Le premier réflexe 

Time can be long before we reached that point and it may be that we have to 

grope of the years during. 

The first reflex will be often to want éradiquer all these complexes sources of so 

much difficulties. One will seek to cure driven back memories, to give up this 

suffering ego, in short, one will fix oneself on the idea that since this “I”, made sum 

of our complexes, causes so many sufferings, we should be removed from him. From 

there the commonly allowed idea that it is necessary for us to get rid of our ego. 

One often speaks about the importance to be detached when comes time to walk 

on spiritually, and to release itself from our dualistic attitude born of adhesion 

with  “I”.  It is not a work on this topic which does not preach the importance of the 

detachment with respect to the things and especially of an alleged ego, this one 

interposing between us and our true nature. This concept is often badly 

included/understood, and including by recognized teachers. Do we have really to 

detach us from one “I” or simply to realize that this one is not us, and so to cease 

nourishing our adhesion with this super complex? 

In reality, our problem is not to have an ego but rather to be had by the idea to 

have one of them. And it is this belief which makes that all our complexes took on 

us. 

At the base of an attachment, there is always a belief which crystallized in 

complex, kind of cancer integrated into our personality. This last product of the 

thoughts by which he remembers to our good memory and reinforces in us the 

conviction that he is a part constituent of our structure, of our personality. Let us 

remember the definition of an attachment: Adhesion that a person maintains with 

respect to a belief or a complex, and from there, the influence which those have on 

it; and we put this question not so alleviating: This is our beliefs  and our complexes 

which are the source of our problems or the importance and the credit that we grant 

to the thoughts which they project?  

Where is the problem? In the complex itself or my conviction that the thoughts 

which it does generate are true and sticks to me with the skin?  I can believe that 

scientists invented a hen with cubic eggs without that affecting less world to me. I 

can as believe as my neighbor wants me evil and to build a whole scenario in my 



head proving to me that it is thus. In the first case, I nourished no attachment, in 

the second I do it.  

Let us listen to this history: A man crosses his neighbor on the pavement and 

greets pleasantly it. The neighbor does not divert the glance and keeps a cold and 

distant air.  “What a impolite! ”, the first thinks. “That have to him I makes?” On his 

side, the neighbor (who obviously did not see the first) is occupied reminding the list 

of grocer that his wife dictated to him but that it did not take the trouble to take in 

note.  He thus does not cease repeating himself: “Apples, bread, butter, hulled grain 

of oats, sweetens, and bananas”. One suspects it, the thing asks for a certain effort 

of attention, from where air absent from our man. 

The first, arrived at his place, carries out that it misses eggs for the preparation 

of the meal. Usually, in similar circumstance, it goes in the neighbor for him to 

borrow some of them that it gives a few days later to him. “It, is is besides 

accustomed to being said, an excellent way of keeping a cordial contact with its 

vicinity”. Sometimes even, it takes pretext of a lack of butter or flour to return visit 

to the known as neighbor. But today is not a day like the others.  “The neighbor did 

not even condescend to answer my safety! Really, I would never have believed that 

of him! How what, one never can proud with anybody! If it is appeared that I will 

drop to borrow eggs to him! It would be well too content! That would give an 

opportunity to him of more than look me top and to think that I have a head like a 

strainer! Besides it would deserve to be made it say! If nobody gives disrespectful 

people to their place, that will become the world! Hold, I from there will say myself 

to him what I think of him, and at once!”.  The man leaves without same threading 

his shoes instead of the slippers which it carries at his place, sounds with the door  of 

the neighbor by lengthily keeping the finger on the button.  The neighbor opens. It 

precisely has the pretty apron with flowers which it puts when it is its turn to make 

the meal and time does not have to greet the first which this one strikes to him 

vigorous: “Keeps to them your eggs! Moreover they puent scorn !! ». Then is turned 

over from there satisfied and convinced to have made civic work. The man with the 

apron, flabbergasted, remains pantois on the threshold of his door, him which 

precisely thought of carrying to the first a piece of cake to the bananas which it was 

occupied preparing. “That will please so much to him” was it says. Depuis ce jour, les 

deux hommes ont cessé de se saluer. 

For this day, the two men have ceased greeting themselves. 

Here how the complexes are built: of a belief, even of a simple assumption, one 

makes a dogma, of a dogma, one makes an established fact, of an established fact , 

one creates a whole world of misunderstandings. And this causes us misfortune on 

misfortune since the world is world. How to leave the rut? To us seriner is not ceased 

that the detachment is the key of the release, and that this detachment passes by 

the suspension of our tender to the complexes whose least is certainly not the belief 

in one “I” prone of its life. Already Jesus recommended with the rich young man all 

to give up  to follow it. But we are not any more in the time when the blind faith was 



enough to make the great jump. Today, we have needs to include/understand, test, 

to validate, and it is very well thus. 

How to release us from our disastrous complexes? How to put an end to the 

reign of super “I complex”?   

We know it now: with the root of a complex, there is a belief. That it is conscious 

or not, relevant or not, hardly imports us here. For example, a person having been 

misused in her early childhood will often have a printing memory of it driven back in 

it of the irrational fears of which it will perhaps never know the origin.  A complex 

will be formed quickly around this core and will generate in its turn of the thoughts.   

One could say that a complex is like a black hole in astrophysics. It directly is 

not seen but one can observe the effects in his immediate field of them, in fact the 

thoughts. Or: even if the navigators of formerly had few average techniques to 

anticipate the imminent presence of a ground, the marine birds provided them 

invaluable indices of them. Our thoughts are with the complex what the marine birds 

are with a ground hidden behind the horizon. Even without seeing the complex, one 

knows that it is there because of the thoughts revolving around him. And if we allot a 

character of truth to these thoughts all in their attaching importance, they leave a 

trace which is registered at once  in us to confirm the complex with itself. Thus the 

complexes strengthen and nourish thoughts that themselves produced. Who says 

attachment in fact says that something sticks to something, me to a complex, 

because of the credit which I give to the thoughts that it produces. The loop is 

buckled: the thoughts are bound around a belief to give a complex, the complexes 

are bound in a super complex to which we are attached so much that we are 

identified with him at the point of saying “I” when it makes us think, speak and act.   

The weak point of this vicious circle is that, to survive, the complexes require to 

be nourished by the thoughts that themselves generate, and that these thoughts, to 

reinforce this complex, need to be taken with serious by us. All in all, the complexes 

unceasingly need to be said “I am in life !” to believe in it. And it is by the thoughts 

that they are convinced of the thing. To decrease the recurring thoughts thus makes 

it possible to decrease nourrissement by the complexes by themselves and the 

influence which they have on us.   

Even if one cannot remove the flow of the thoughts, one can nevertheless 

moderate it and even in smiling, and thus transforming the vicious circle of 

nourrissement mutual complexes and thoughts into a circle liberator where both lose 

little by little to be able to them. This exercise has the double advantage of 

weakening the complex and of demystifying the thoughts which it generates. The 

méditative concentration is a exercise by which one moderates the flood of the 

thoughts and becomes the observer of their circus.  With time, one ends up seeing it 

for what it is: a cinema without real capacity on the screen of our conscience which 

is “me”. It is carried out whereas the capacity of the thoughts on us is that which we 

want to grant to them well. The meditation is a tool of first choice, but with the 

proviso of not falling into the trap from obsession from a success at all costs, which 



would be to create a complex moreover .  Or, on a purely provisional basis, it can be 

interesting to direct the thoughts towards objects with teaching virtue as one will 

mantra, the reading of spiritual texts, breathing,…  Way making the other complexes 

will cease being nourished and will weaken gradually.   

Let us remember the definition given to the attachment in the first chapter: 

adhesion that a person maintains with respect to a belief or a complex, and from 

there, the influence which those have on it.  

One now clearly sees the existing bond between attachments and thoughts: par 

elles, et spécialement si nous les prenons au sérieux, les complexes accroissent leur 

emprise sur nous, donc l’attachement qui nous lie à eux.   

One now clearly sees the existing bond between attachments and thoughts: by 

them, and especially if we take them with serious, the complexes increase their 

influence on us, therefore the attachment which binds us to them.   

Practically, how does an attachment appear? If I am attached to my dog, does it 

of them is not towards him as such as goes my attachment but towards the belief 

that I miss well something to be in the life and that it is my dog which can bring it to 

me. A person could also be attached - dependent on her phobia of the spiders. The 

mechanism with work is always the same one: with time, a belief generated 

thoughts which crystallized it in complex forming part of my personality now, or in all 

cases, enough invading to deteriorate my behaviors. And generally, all that is played 

of me without same as I realize there.  

To include/understand the dynamics of reinforcement of the attachments is of 

the highest importance. By this comprehension, we can identify their tendon of 

Achilles. Let us forget in any case the extremely widespread idea that it is necessary 

for us to be detached from our ego to release us. Such an idea can only reinforce our 

feeling of incapacity to arrive there a day, for the simple reason that to be detached 

cannot be an act of will. 

Let us start from a concrete case: let us say that I suffer from obesity at the 

point to be complexed of it. When I walk downtown, I avoid crossing glances which 

could confirm to me with myself how much I do not like thus. I was even able from 

there not to more hope to meet the soul mate so much my appearance feels 

reluctant me. Who would like of a person like me? 

However, reality cancels these allegations. Not only one crosses the every day in 

the street of the couples to appearances rondelettes but also of the couples made up 

of a round person and another thin and very beautiful appearance. And that laughs 

and that bites in the life! Then why not me? A belief A can be taken birth during my 

adolescence, whereas I started to take weight. On the occasion, I was made treat 

the “large one” or of “unbalance”. With a friend, with which I had fallen in love, I had 

declared my interest for it. In answer,  as if it were about an obviousness, I received 

one: “I love you well, but only like friend”. It was the word of too. From there, the 

infernal circle of the reinforcement of the belief moulted this one in complex which 

henceforth holds the reins of my relation with my body and others.  



An other complexes tough consists in believing that when I find the love, I will 

know plenitude. One puts oneself then hopelessly in search of the idealized test. I 

had recently a conversation with such a person who said to me with which point it 

found unjust that, in spite of her generosity, it is alone since years. It even came 

from there to fear to only age. However, its attitude towards others has the opposite 

effect that desired: so much his immense emotional deficiency, his lack of interior 

plenitude and his despaired waitings are smelled, which one has quite simply desire 

for fleeing it. However it is a very good person. It would be enough for him to find 

plenitude in itself so that, suddenly, of people seek to approach it.  

Even with the greatest will to release their complexes, these two people would 

not arrive there. The characteristic of a complex is that the more we focus our 

attention on him, the more it is reinforced, because the thoughts that it sends to us 

are dramatized so much that they acquire a larger capacity of incrustation of it. That 

for which the release with respect to the complexes has more the need, it is that 

they are forgotten, and the best way of forgetting them is not to nourish the 

thoughts than they send to us. 

The more the person suffering from plumpness thinks that she does not like 

thus, the more she will continue to eat to forget itself; the more the person in lack of 

love will think that the life is unjust to only leave it, the more it will move away from 

it in love potentials. 

As of the moment when, rather than to nourish a thought by another,  we realize 

that very thought is only one transitory production resulting from a complex, this last 

loses of its capacity on us. To ask the young man of which there has just been some 

discussion about being detached from the image that he is made of itself and try to 

convince it that it is quite as pleasant that others, would have little real impact on its 

attitude. That could even paralyse it more still. On the other hand, if each time it is 

observed thinking of him of the kind, it stops its reflection instantaneously and 

returns at the present, early or late, it realizes that these thoughts are only one 

cinema without real capacity. De plus, son complexe souffrira d’anémie et 

commencera à s’effriter. L’important, est de ne pas focaliser l’attention sur un 

résultat, mais sur une attitude générale consistant à ne pas nourrir le flux des 

pensées. 

Moreover , its complex will suffer from anaemia and will start to be exhausted. 

The important thing, is not to focus the attention on a result, but on a general 

attitude consisting in not nourishing the flow of the thoughts. One will remember the 

fable of the Fountain here “the ploughman and his children”: the old dying man 

entrusts to his children come to his bedside, that a treasure is hidden in the field 

which it is on the point of leaving them in heritage. Once the missing man, the 

children take their shovels and turn over each inch of the known as field, without 

anything to find. Then they sow grain, like every year. The field, having been 

loosened by all this work gave a bumper crop…  and it was it the treasure about 

which the father spoke! , Give you work so that you make without you worry result. 

This one, if it has to occur, will come well from itself! 



During this second phase known as “me is not I”, the person is  sometimes so 

obnubilated by the rejection of the complexes that it comes from there to stick to 

obtaining this result. Not only it tends to reject in block the world of the complexes in 

itself but also at the others. It may be that it then develops a certain intransigence 

and puritanism. For this reason I accompanied the title “me is not I” subtitle “the 

rejection of the world”. 

Even if this phase is not yet to be true owing to the fact that it is contaminated 

by the attachment with the not-attachment, it is an important step.  Making way, we 

have an advisability of discovering the fundamental attitude: to let pass the thoughts 

without adding news to it.  

It is intentionally that I spoke about not-attachment rather than of 

detachment.  In fact, we do not have to detach us from anything, but rather  to 

cease already creating even more attachment by nourishing those in place. It is 

enough “not-to think”, i.e. not to add of new thought to that which has just passed. 

The nuance is serious. It is a question of not rather adding a head at our head than 

to seek with us to cut it. When I nourished the flow of the thoughts while adding to it 

of others still, I add one second head at my head, and it is it which is of too, not the 

presence of the complexes which, in oneself, are inoffensive. 

Let us retain simply that our thoughts such as defined in the glossary of the first 

chapter are the product of various complexes and do not deserve of this fact not that 

one stops there. But if we attach importance to it, they will do nothing but reinforce 

attachments. And that also relates to our ordinary thoughts with alleviating 

appearances, the murmur which occupies our bottom of screen to the daily 

newspaper. Of their fact, we are not present at here and maintaining of our reality. 

Not only each thought that I nourished not by by not adding an other to its 

continuation is an occasion to weaken the complex which generated it, but as 

enables me to note as this complex does not have any catch on me so much and as 

a long time as I do not adhere to the thoughts which it generates, and to especially 

brings back me to reality present.  Thus let us forget any idea of detachment to be 

reached to carry out our true nature, and cultivate the not-attachment with the 

thoughts rather. Although this step is long, it is surest that the great spiritual 

traditions found. 

One nowadays sees all kinds of steps supposed to attack directly the complexes. 

Some are presented in the form of ritual cure or the initiations transmitted to some 

appointed officiants, mark of trade being taken of authenticity. Helping the placebo 

effect, there is no doubt that some find their account there.  Other more serious 

approaches, of a psychotherapeutic nature,  also arrive at some interesting results. 

But in a case as in the other, one “me” seeks to cure, improve and arrange one “I”. 

It can be a stage, but certainly not a result owing to the fact that one rather attacks 

the symptom than with the root of the evil of living. 

To clean, cure my complexes  or not to adhere to the thoughts which they 

generate? The question deserves to be put.  For example, to detach me from my 



dependence to the cigarette is probably beyond my forces. On the other hand, not to 

produce an additional scenario in the form of thoughts during the five seconds which 

come is really with my range. The cigarette being generally a means of fleeing our 

suffering scenarios or a feeling of interior vacuum which distresses, it may be that 

the repetition of the step of not   added thought brings me to less resorting to the 

cigarette to calm me.  

En nous appliquant à ne pas ajouter  

 

By applying us not to add a thought moreover to that who has just passed, we 

occupy our energy in a really constructive way. On the other hand, while being 

absorbed in the thoughts we are literally delivered in grazing ground to our past 

unceasingly given in scene.  And when these thoughts become unpleasant or 

unbearable, much ruent themselves towards the entertainments, light or strong 

drugs, and the virtual worlds to act as sedatives.  

But it would be dangerous to fall into contrary excess: as much this carelessness 

moves away us from our reality the human ones, to beat us as much to come to end 

from our complexes would be to feed devouring fire from it. However it is well this 

way which some choose by accumulating the long hours of meditation all in 

demanding with the deprivations and the moral interdicts  in the hope acknowledged 

to perfect their personality. Here is the best way of building super “I” imbu of fixed 

perfection or of suffocating in the constraint. 

To realize that I am not the cinema of the thoughts produced by “I” makes sum 

of my complexes would however be so simple and less austere.  

But what remains once we die-were identified of with our complexes, and in 

particular of with “I complex”? 

It may be whereas we are taken of giddiness, perhaps even of panic. On what to 

make once rest my life I do not have any more flow of the thoughts to furnish the 

great vacuum?  Who am I once me is not any more “I”? 

In the deceived state, we regard ourselves as be separate whole lasting a certain 

consistency and existence in time, and that is really reassuring.  We call that “I”. The 

flow of the thoughts is our principal tool of assertion and confirmation of oneself as 

an individuality existing in and by itself. It gives us an illusion of continuity. See to 

ravel the same thoughts with length of day gives us the feeling that they 

are  ourselves, with a certain structure and a personality on which we can count: I 

am this, I am that.  

What does it occur when we cease adhering to this cinema?  

We carry out whereas we do not have really consistency nor of determined 

structure, and that can distress at the beginning. There is the impression of a 

destructuration, of a fragmentation of all the pieces our being. And if we seem  still 



to have a certain consistency, it is generally with a relative stability of our 

environment that we owe it: identification with an employment, safety for food, 

housing, bonds family and social, a body in health,… That one or the other of these 

fields is shaken because of unforeseen course or of our increasing clearness, and we 

let us lose any consistency. We carry out whereas, up to now, our apparent intrinsic 

existence was due to a structure of “I” rigid or having developed effective strategies 

of homeostasis.  

The more we cease adhering to flow thoughts, the more we understand that it is 

false to claim that we have a certain duration in time. What gave us this illusion, it 

was our memory of the past. This one created an illusion of continuity. In the facts, 

we did not cease changing, but we convainquions ourselves that the little boy or the 

small girl of formerly was always there, irremovable core, intangible heart. But 

today, while ceasing feeding the flow of the thoughts, we discover that what we call 

“I” was only it  flow of recurring and redundant thoughts nourished by unstable 

memories and without base.  

Who am I once it “I” usurping was flushed out? Who am I once I ceased 

giving to “I complex” the capacity to deceive me on my real identity and to occupy 

the space of my conscience? How to discover it and by where to begin research? 

Dialogue: Temptation 

I (with ego) 

Say, me… 

Me 

Mm? 

I 

You worry me for a certain time…, you seem to me  distant. Wouldn't you be 

depressive? 

Me 

Whole. In fact, I read an excellent book which explains why by not adding 

thoughts to that which has just passed, one can better smell oneself. Then I apply to 

it… 

I 

All these thoughts that I do send to you,… you of it are not content any more? 

You want others of them? Moreover amusing? You know,… I have full with 

possibilities to distract you. It is enough that you say it to me,… 

Me 

I begin to find you invading enough. Can you keep silent yourself one 

moment? 

I 

How do you want that I keep silent myself whereas I see you sinking in 

nothing? To give you consistency is my mission, my raison d'être! Never I will drop 

myself! Rather to die! 

Me 

Eh well it is that,… die. 



I (with itself) 

Really it worries me. It is time that I bring back it to the reason.  

Me is true (to cease telling stories) 

To be true, it is to be exactly which I am, neither more, nor less. It is to live 

conformément with reality rather than according to what I believe, consciously or 

unconsciously, who it is or should be. It is to forget all concepts of good and evil, 

which are only arbitrary productions, to stick exclusively to reality of the things. It is 

more than to be realistic because to be realistic relates to usually the fact of 

adjusting our actions with our environment without for being asked to us as much 

whether their orientation answers the mode to be natural (truth) of reality. To be 

true is more radical than to be realistic. That supposes to see the implications of the 

things until in their last cuttings off and their globality, which can be done only 

intuitively. 

In the deceived state, we are what our complexes dictate to us to be: fear, 

feelings of superiority, needs superfluous, identification with an employment, a title, 

search for recognition, escape in the entertainments,… And that, we can do it with 

much realism and pragmatism. 

To be true simply does not consist in being sincere or virtuous. Many sincere and 

virtuous people fought with blood for their values. What good is it? 

By elsewhere, one often understands to say: “Listening your heart, knows to him 

what is appropriate you”. One appears oneself whereas it is enough that something 

makes us vibrate internally so that it is in conformity with our major truth. Actually, 

most often, it is a complex which induces this small shiver.  “When I saw this man, I 

immediately knew that we were soul mates”. Two years later, one separates.  It is 

often enough to a shiver to be made accroire that it is oneself with deepest of 

oneself  who appears. One rather systematically confuses the concept of deep heart 

to be it, this authentic core which we all have a presentiment of in oneself, with the 

made emotional heart of conditionings and attachments to the complexes. Generally, 

enthusiasm that we can feel with the idea to make such voyage or to undertake such 

project at all does not reflect our bottom of authenticity, but rather our 

conditionings. And when we say to like our work, it is not necessarily him of so much 

than such as we like, but, for example, the feeling of personal value that it gives us 

with the eyes of the others and of oneself. I am true when I announce to like my 

work or I am deceived by my belief in the fact that my work brings value to me in 

my eyes and those of others? In any case, when I make the advertisement of it, I 

am one cannot more sincere. But that is not enough to be true. 

It is seen, the traps are numerous. When then I truly to consider that I am true? 

When I am exactly what I am and nothing nor nobody other. But how that does it 

practically occur? 

Since my tender childhood, I think that the secrecy of the life is necessarily 

simple. Why that? Because it must be accessible to everyone, even with the 



uneducated people . Already towards six or seven years, I suffered much from the 

invading character of my thoughts and had a presentiment of that they separated 

me from some thing of light.  Having had a very solitary childhood in nature, far 

from the village where I could have played with friends, I have for principal 

companion, and it was not always of any rest! I remember this moment precisely 

when I only played in the pre one behind the house of my parents and where I 

realized that my principal problem, they was my thoughts. By identifying them like 

the principal person in charge for my difficulty of living alone with myself, I carried 

out with my way that to be true passes by the appeasing of their flow. Without the 

knowledge, I discovered in an empirical way the importance of not-thinking. 

It is delicate to explain the concept of not-attachment which I also invite not-to 

think. Si je dis qu’il s’agit d’arrêter toute pensée, non seulement c’est faux, mais en 

plus, certains qui me lisent vont en arriver à s’attacher à l’idée d’éliminer toute 

pensée, ce qui ne peut qu’en générer plus encore. On pourrait alors s’emparer de 

«aucune pensée» comme d’une technique qu’il suffit d’appliquer à la lettre pour avoir 

des résultats prévisibles.  

If I say that it is a question of stopping very thought, not only they is false, but 

moreover, some which read me will be able from there to stick to the idea to 

eliminate very thought, which can only generate some more still. One could then 

seize “any thought” as of a technique which it is enough to apply to the letter to 

have foreseeable results.  

Several invite it not-to think, other not-spirit or not-attachment.  In giving a too 

precise definition would be to induce in error.  One can just describe some of his 

attributes without being able to encircle them all.  

In all cases, statement that “not-to think”  generally imply not to follow the 

thoughts which are connected is exact. To say that is to be like a ball posed on a 

plane surface perfectly smooth, free to be driven in does not import which direction 

is too. As to say that it is important that no thought seizes us at the point to make 

us lose our serenity and our clear thinking.  

But even if not-to think it  generally imply to put a term at the flow of the 

thoughts in progress at once that one becomes aware of it, it would be false to 

reduce it to that. Moreover, sometimes, it can be useful to continue a reflexion until 

its term. But to reflect is not to think of the direction where we defined these terms 

(see the glossary). Whereas the thought is a spontaneous formation, unconscious and 

involuntary of ideas, concepts, images being projected in the field of the conscience, 

the reflexion, it, consists of the production voluntary and conscious of ideas, 

concepts, images   according to a given goal. On the occasion, that can prove to be 

useful, but less often than it readily is imagined. 

But if I say to you that in 99.9% of the cases, not-to think it consists in not 

adding of thought to that who have just passed, that gives an idea like attitude to be 

cultivated. And for the 0.01% remainder, it consists of awakenings relevant, of 



intuitions, in useful reflexions, emergency feelings to pose such act inspired. And in 

this case, so really we are animated by an impartial veracity, it is so obvious that it 

is wise to hold account of it that that literally jumps us to the eyes. That is about the 

serene certainty. But generally, it is good to check and validate our intuitions. It is 

that the illusion induced by thoughts MIME with wonder the serene intuition born 

from a true spirit. 

Let us return now to the dynamics of development and survival of our 

complexes. Born from a simple belief, itself born from an experiment lived in the 

past, without cease they induce in us thoughts. According to circumstances', such 

complex will be activated (If I say not, he will not like me any more) or such other 

(Me, I will be somebody in the life!). The function of the thoughts is to remake to 

ravel the contents of the complexes in front of our field of conscience, which causes 

to maintain it and to even reinforce the trace with it.  Without these thoughts, we 

could not know that we are under the influence of complexes nor around of which 

beliefs those were made. Our thoughts are thus of invaluable information on 

conditionings which underlie our behaviors and our attitudes.  

To that one can add that with time our complexes evolve/move and take care of 

new contents modulating the original belief which was used to them as accretion 

core. Thus, certain people come from there to be discovered in all good faith of the 

traumatisms of a terrible gravity whereas the original event could be only one pain-

killer misunderstanding around of which, with time, they embroidered a whole 

dramatic scenario.  

Not-to think is the fact of not letting to us deceive by these thoughts and of 

seeing them for what they are: seepage of the complexes. It is more one attitude 

which a technique, even if, in practice, that supposes to put a term at “thinking” 

each time we become aware of it. 

Some will find frustrating that there cannot be receipt ready with employment 

but only some indications on not-thinking it. The reason is simple: if a precise 

method is given, one limits at once our spirit to this method. However, being true is 

to be free, and to be free implies to take the risk to advance without another 

reference mark which the true vision which is in the middle of oneself, while daring 

to give up any external reference like our reassuring but untrue beliefs. A method is 

automatically a crutch which is likely to deprive to us of our freedom of glance. It is 

also that the not-attachment: the risk of living. On pourrait dire qu’être vrai, c’est en  

 

 

One could say that to be true, it is to arrive so that our spirit is without spirit, 

i.e. vacuum of any particular reference, any premeditation, any calculation. An old 

text said that wise A air of innocent and undecided. It advances without obsession 

and can suddenly change direction as make the birds in the sky. Let us observe 

them. They are remarkable teachers of the not-spirit. They do not have any precise 



direction, go from one tree to the other without apparent logic. Once posed on a 

branch, they do not know which will be as follows. They are satisfied to feel the wind 

and to follow their naturalness.  

It can be destabilizing to be in the entourage of a true person bus we like to 

know the practices of people that we côtoyons. The true person does not have any. 

It is a free being. That does not want to say that it is unstable and chaotic. In fact, 

she knows only particular situations. It behaves there in accordance with what the 

context awaits from it. With the others, it advances without prejudices. It knows that 

to claim to know somebody is automatically to lock up it in a gangue of prejudices. 

For this reason one feels free in front of such a person. 

For it, the life is not a voyage of a place to another. Its spirit does not follow a 

sequential logic energy of passed to the future while passing by the present. It 

knows only the moment and anything else.  

Then that at the stage “me is not I”, the person tries to release herself from the 

influence of the complexes, with that of “me is true”, it manages from there to forget 

until her own existence. And this wise, it is we when we cease nourishing the flow of 

the thoughts. What do we see then? 

 

 

-3- 

True vision 

If to be true consists in nothing adding to reality in terms of opinions, projections 

and artifices, in short of conditioned thoughts, then the true vision is our vision when 

we are not disturbed by all these constructions produced by “I complex”.  

What sees “me” when its vision is not disturbed by “I”?  

It was said, it “I” makes us run in all directions inlassablement to repeat the 

same stories registered in the complexes. To live without “I”, it is to deposit the 

weapons and to sit down on the edge of the way. One becomes then spectator of a 

Life being held under our eyes.  I deliberately decided not to call it me “heart” 

because this concept suggests, in the imaginary one of much, that an entity travels 

of one situation to the other or one life to the other to live there all kinds of 

experiments during which it will be able to evolve and tend to a possible sublimation 

or sanctification.  

However the reality of which I speak is very different: each “me” that us sums is 

a perfect conscience while oneself not having by no means to improve or walk on 

towards I know which perfection.  It is quite simply there, in this here and now, pure 

 

  



and perfect, to attend the course of a history of which we are the heroes: life in its 

large and ceaseless deployment.  

Old said that we generally believe that our life is like a voyage in boat, and that 

the movement of this boat is responsible for the run of the landscape under our 

eyes. According to him, we believe to travel of an experiment to an other whereas in 

fact, it is the opposite which occurs: the boat, with us on his board, is with the stop 

and it is the landscape which is driven under our eyes. “Ego”, once released of “I” is 

at rest.  Even if it seems in activity and full with projects, with-inside him, it is 

completely at rest without idea of going and to come. Reality, it is that it is the Life 

which ravels under our eyes. We do not have anything special to make if not not to 

interfere with this cosmic dance and to register us there as it presents the things to 

us.   

To leave the moment when we cease appearing us that our glance on the world 

is to be perfected or move of a situation to another there to live various experiments 

and to learn this or that, we release ourselves from an enormous weight and find our 

original clearness. We cease running and there to attach us to appearances to satisfy 

us to be, pilot credits and participating spectators rather than affairer to be run after 

the dreams produced by “I” plug. 

But what sees the true glance once established in this quietude? Here in five 

points: 

Firstly, when “me” does not have the vision disturbed by “I”, it sees the things 

such as they are, in an impartial way and without attachment no, like a mirror 

reflecting the objects without being disturbed by them. One considering a mirror to 

forever return a désobligeante image to a person whom he does not love and one 

improved to another which he appreciates particularly.  

One cannot say in the same way human beings of them. Non seulement nous 

interprétons subjectivement  

One cannot say in the same way human beings of them. Not only we 

subjectively interpret what we see of the others, but moreover, it sometimes 

happens to us the every day to produce hallucinations in which put we them in 

scene, projecting on them our complexes. In the same way, the others project on us 

their own beliefs, so that, generally, the human interactions are a completely 

conditioned manufacture, far from what one could call an authentic communication. 

Our scenarios in which we fear the reactions of others are a beautiful example. 

Spontaneously, and generally in good faith, we suppose, deduce, confirm with 

ourselves intensions that others forever have in our connection and will never have . 

Let us review some  misfortunes which we have dreaded in our life, and let us see 

how much were actually carried out. Probably none. And if it arrived to us some 

disaster, it is probable that we did not see it coming.  

All this cinema  is the product of super “I complex”. One would say that it was 

given for mission of being confirmed with itself which it always has reason, whom all 



his fears and his ambitions are founded, that its last history is intended to repeat AD 

vitam aeternam. For that, it does not hesitate, if the facts contradict it, with  to 

counterfeit reality.  Of course, it is easier to identify this phenomenon of projection 

at the others than in oneself. Without-doubt remember with  less one person having 

to you a certain exaggeratedly positive or negative perception leading it to interpret 

your actions so that they confirm this perception. One will see a mother thus all 

forgiving with his son and justifying each one of his failures. Or it may be that you 

are locked up in a negative prejudice that somebody maintains in your connection 

and of which you cannot leave, to such a degree that,  even your gestures of 

appeasing the best disposed ones will be interpreted like defects with the intensions 

retordes.  

All that can occur only when we are under the cut of “I complex”. As of the 

moment when we cease believing that the thoughts that it sends to us are in 

conformity with reality and where, by vigilance, we renew contact with reality, our 

vision is clarified and we cease disguising reality. 

Then, we cease being emotive and full with doubts or false certainty. An emotion 

needs a thought to activate itself. We can live the worst test of our life while 

remaining serene, or we can be affected for it at the point to be 

inconsolable.  Because in fact the tests in so much than such cause our agitations, 

but interpretations and the thoughts which we build on their subject. If, the one 

moment time, we cease thinking of what causes our emotion, this one disappears 

instantaneously. The true vision is free of any emotivity because it does not 

interpose thoughts between us and reality. 

The good news is that this reversal of prospect since ego emotive identified with 

“I” with ego free for conditionings can be done in one moment. It is enough not to let 

to us invade by the next thought. That can be carried out in all situations of our life.   

The fog of the thoughts is easy to dissipate. It is enough to see it like a simple 

fog not having any consistency then nothing to add to it in terms of other thoughts, 

and there does not exist already any more. On the other hand, with the least 

relaxation of our vigilance, it reappears. It is enough for us to recognize it again for 

what it is and here it is which is dissipated again, and so on. With time, not only we 

become increasingly alert to note its presence, but moreover, the complexes which 

are with its source end up becoming exhausted fault of being nourished, and we see 

the things with more and more detachment, of clearness and impartiality. 

Even if such a vision is released from any emotivity and attachment, that does 

not prevent from feeling sincere feelings. An emotion, like the etymology of the word 

says it well, makes us leave ourselves. Not a feeling. This last, on the contrary, 

brings us closer the reality and the reality of others. It is an aspect of our felt deep.  

At once that an emotion appears, we can be certain that a complex has been 

just activated and sends distorted images of reality to us.  Our true glance does not 

distort reality, it is équanime. However, far from being indifferent, it is capable of 

empathy and compassion, which is not the emotive spirit identified with “I”. 



In the relations with others and oneself, the true glance sees only what is 

and does not make assumptions nor of projections. Ce n’est pas une technique. C’est 

simplement être honnête et ouvrir les yeux.  

It is not a technique. It is simply to be honest and open the eyes.  

Secondly, when “me” does not have the vision disturbed by “I”, it sees the 

things with a remarkable clearness. One could say that this quality rises from the 

preceding one. As of the moment when we do not project our complexes on the 

situations and let us approach them in an impartial way, we see them with clearness.  

It is about ourselves that this clearness is most advantageous for us: the sight of 

our through us makes laughable and their fact of losing to be able to them. This lucid 

car-conscience has an incomparable legal tender capacity. But that goes further: this 

clearness exceeds the simple field of the observation objectifies and extends its 

perspicacity to the latent tendencies in the situations as we cross and with the larval 

nonmanifest intensions as well in the spirits of people as we côtoyons as in ours.  

Our true vision is equipped with a powerful intuition able to perceive the hidden 

implications of the situations as much as the unavowed intensions of the people. The 

empathy is our aptitude for reading in the nonverbal language of others, feeling the 

wind in the situations, and to have a presentiment of towards where they tend 

spontaneously. It is by no means of paranormaux capacities, but well about a fine 

sensitivity, as the dogs feel through where somebody passed because of some 

odoriferous molecules left on its passage.  

In our ordinary and worried daily newspaper, this spontaneous aptitude of “ego” 

released of the influence of “I” for intuitionner the situations and people is scrambled 

by the surge of the thoughts produced by the complexes. In the same way,  the dog 

tracking a missing person will have her sense of smell scrambled by a strong odor 

impregnating the places. 

The true vision knows the ours and inside story, in particular. It sees our own 

play which it can then defuse.  Pain-killer example: photographs of holidays. I wrote 

part of this book sitting on a rock close to a spectacular visited water fall each day by 

tens of tourists. When they arrived on the spot, their first reflex was not to take time 

to appreciate the imposing spectacle, but to seek the best angle under which to be 

made take in photograph in order to show the friends at which point they had been 

lucky to live an experiment out of the commun run. To be true consists in 

recognizing reality: generally, we put ourselves in scene to develop with the eyes of 

others our “I” poor. One does not hesitate to traverse thousands of kilometers to be 

able to say “I were there!”.  Facebook is the modern version of this car-emulation 

where the number of friends measures the notoriety of each one.  

The true glance is able to detect our small cinemas and, so to defuse them 

without same having to produce effort. Just to carry out ridiculous our plays of 

stardom or our petty handling is enough for us to release some.  By the clearness 



which it gets, the true glance destroys them. Here are why certain traditions 

compare it with a diamond with stop sharp-edged able to slice the 

attachments.  Nowadays, one would speak about a laser. To see itself in all clearness 

occupied to emphasize itself at the eyes of others is of nature to release us from this 

laughable play.  

With the number of the complexes likely to be thus sliced by this sharpened 

glance, there is the famous one “I complex”. Found clearness quickly makes us 

realize at which point we are caught for the cinema which is played with-inside us. It 

is enough to observe us in our small daily stage businesses to note at which point we 

are generally headstocks animated by the belief to be a somebody of private 

individual, and who this somebody is the sum of his complexes: “I”.  

This “I” with the mania always to seek to project itself in the duration. It makes 

projects by which it will be able to last in time. It is him which make us seek all kinds 

of quite as useless situations the ones as the others, and even vermin. Thus, we 

have the impression to exist, to have of consistency.  How much dreams of holidays, 

of projects of company, professional ambitions have for only motivation the auto- 

confirmation of “I” with itself. Very small little clearness and impartiality would 

however be enough to show them for what they are, and that would be enough to 

defuse them.  

It is seen, simply to note the things with clearness, i.e. without the fog of the 

thoughts induced by the complexes, the life is likely to simplify us owing to the fact 

that we detect all the cumbersome ones there. Our needs become increasingly 

simple then and we cease running afterwards of the dreams: une voiture neuve, des 

vacances, des sorties exotiques,… a new car, exotic holidays, exits,…  

One day, somebody said to me that my way of life  is quite sad. I have lived at 

the same place for twenty years, never go on holiday, neither with the cinema, nor 

at the restaurant. For all these years, I have made the same walk of health  the 

every day. However that satisfies me fully. On the other hand, I find the life of this 

quite sad person: it must work much to offer all kinds of entertainments, its 

cigarettes, an expensive vehicle,…  and all that pollutes much and harms its health. 

On my side, I am entirely satisfied with my old car. Old said on this subject: “My 

satisfaction with me, it is not to have anything which satisfies me”. Happiness with 

one nothing. This is not a stereotype. It is reality. Happiness is inherent in our nature 

when we are released from “I complex”. 

All that has just been known as can appear pain-killer, but is in fact of an 

incommensurable range: to see itself with clearness leads us to see our small poor 

plays, to laugh at it and more to reproduce them. In short with us in… detaching! 

Here is a priceless merit of the lucid glance: to facilitate our detachment with respect 

to all our cumbersome complexes, which is a first step towards the ultimate 

detachment with respect to the super complex, it “I complex”. 

 

  



 

Thirdly, when “me” does not have the vision disturbed by “I”, it sees the thing 

convenient to make in each situation, i.e. it perceives what is in harmony with the 

natural flood of the Life. Old said on this subject that  “to see, it is to act”.  The 

simple fact of noting a situation is enough to know of instinct how us to comprise 

there.  

Often, we hesitate when comes time to make an important decision, whereas 

when we observe the others in their own reflexions, the things appear simpler to us. 

It is normal: our attachments come to distort our good judgement. Our clearness to 

admit the relevance of a direction to be chosen is taken as an hostage by our 

complexes which, them, have their unavowed preferences and their frights, some 

drawing on the left, others on the right. Here are which can only complicate us the 

task when comes time to make a decision!  The true vision does not know the doubt 

and the tergiversation. It sees and knows at once. Sometimes, it may be that it 

carries out us where the good direction would never have invited us to go. For 

example, a professional vocation guided by the true vision will be able, at first sight, 

to appear absurd.  

As much our complexes can make us lose the control of our ship and to send it 

right on the rocks, as much our innate wisdom, which is our true released glance of 

the attachments, can lead us to make decisions with a feeling of serene certainty. 

A contrario, when we engaged in a direction nonin conformity with our major 

nature, or when we are about to make an irresponsible act, the true vision informs 

us.  

Fourthly, when “me” does not have the vision disturbed by “I”, it is of nature 

merry and sympathizing. At once it is released from the influence of “I complex”, 

“me” smells itself suddenly delivered a burden and free to be itself. And that is in 

oneself a joy not depending neither on the circumstances external nor of a state of 

mind particular to maintain artificially.  

This fundamental joy which is our natural condition expresses spontaneously 

when we cease giving credit to the thoughts sent by the complexes. No need to seek 

to produce it or maintain it. Just as we feel the hunger when we need to eat, in the 

same way we are happy when we are in our normal state of not-attachment, i.e. of 

nonaddition of thoughts to that which has just passed. Not only this ingenuous 

glance returns to us it happy, but moreover, it can regulate our problems well, as 

well individually as collectively. Example among others: from which do the problems 

come of lack of resources food and water thus that those of pollution on our planet? 

Overpopulation? That not! The ground can carry more than ten billion human in a 

healthy environment. They come primarily from our overconsumption, in particular in 

energy and flesh-colored food, in entertainments,… Do we need really so much to 

spend fossil energies, to eat meat and to move us as much? Of course that not. It is 

our frustration which pushes us to seek with the outside what, naturally, we already 



carry with-inside: happiness. And from which this frustration comes? Du fait que le 

«je complexe» est plein d’attentes et de craintes contradictoires que rien ni personne 

ne pourra jamais concilier. 

Fact that it “I complex” is full with waitings and contradictory fears that nothing 

nor nobody will be able to never reconcile. 

 

 

Dialogue: All comes at the right moment at which can wait 

Me 

And the fifth? 

Oneself 

The fifth what? 

Me 

The fifth aspect of the true vision 

Oneself 

Not immediately, you are not ready. 

I (with ego) 

If you insist, he will say it to you. 

Me 

I insist. 

Oneself 

Definitely, you have just assure me that you are really not ready! 

Me (with I) 

Here, you are content! ? 

 

 

Fifthly, when “me” does not have the vision disturbed by “I”, it sees that there 

does not exist nor does not act of by itself, but as a manifestation of Self. Here are 

which is not simple to explain. Al in four acts:  

Act I 

Dialogue: That is enough! 

Me (speaking) 

When am I someone else that which I am really, and  when am I really true,… 

I want to say myself?  ( answering itself) In the book that I read recently, one said 

that I am not true when the field of my conscience is occupied by other thing that 

reality. I deduce from it that when it is not occupied by another thing which reality, I 

am true. Logic. (proud of its lucky find) Thus… I am true when I very forgot, 

including my will to be true. It is like being spontaneous! How then I to be 

 

  

 

  



spontaneous if I think without stop that I must be spontaneous? (euphoriant) Here! I 

am there! There are only the thoughts and their procession of affects and emotions 

which can make this mean action and to separate me from which I am!  They are the 

product of my complexes and my conditionings! Therefore, haro on the complexes, 

haro on the thoughts!  

I (feeling that the things are spoiled) 

You do not find that you and me form one crowned beautiful tandem? 

Me (thoughtful) 

I start with me to ask it…. 

I 

You have doubts? 

Me 

Who would not have any in my place… my life is a true distress… 

I 

Think there: What would you make without me? 

Me 

Days ago when I would like to be able to pass to me from your services. 

I 

Not so quickly! Don't you believe only you risks to throw the baby with the 

water of the bath? 

Me (exasperated) 

Which baby? Which bath? 

I 

But, let us see you! Your freedom! Your faculty of freethinking,  your own 

reflexion, your reference marks, your roots,… short any tone being… of which I am 

the dedicated agent! 

Me 

Only leave me a few moments. I have to reflect, with  to speak with myself 

without you to intend to blow me your twisted stories. 

I 

It is as you will want. 

Me (with itself) 

That lasted this history enough! I will pass the remainder of my life sitting 

between two chairs to know which I am really and to arrive at my last day by saying 

to me that I passed my life to be other thing that myself? (given) a thing is certain: I 

have a choice to make. This “I” commit suicide!  On a side, it gives me company 

and, on the occasion, some good councils. But me, which am I? What do I make 

really my life which is really of me? In short, I am true? (solemn) Here! In this 

precise moment, I decide that I am true! How the most important thing in the world 

is to be true! I know it now: such an amount of how I wanted simply to be true, I left 

a place to this “I” leech which drowns me in the thoughts! … (all-with-blow sinks) But 

I do not know if I will be able one day to get rid of him. I so much very tried to move 

away it from me! 

Oneself (leaves the shade) 

Then I to allow a question? 

I 



Still him! 

Me (with Self) 

Thus go ahead, I do not have anything to lose. 

Oneself 

What worries you? 

Me 

But nothing, let us see,… what a question! 

Oneself 

Then, why this low mine? 

Me 

Oh, it is right some black thoughts,… even if I decided to be true,  I 

acknowledge that I pass sometimes by moments of discouragement,… I do not know 

if I that point will reach,… that arrives at isn't all the world? … 

Oneself 

And as that arrives at everyone, you concluded from it that it is normal. Don't 

you know that I can regulate your doubts in one moment? 

Me 

Who are you to claim all to know? 

Oneself 

Oh, it is not only one claim. I KNOW all! 

Me (narquois, side glance with  “I”) 

I already heard that some share… 

 

Me (with Self) 

If it is quite true that you know all, say to me why, since years, I have to 

endure the good services of this moronthere (new side glance with “I”).  

Oneself 

Nothing obliges you there. 

Me 

Without him, how do you want that I am directed ? 

Oneself  

When one does not have a compass, it is surer to remain hung with than one 

knows, even if that indicates the bad direction to us. Beautiful logic! Hold, that 

makes me think of this history: a man lost his key and has sought it for several 

hours under a standard lamp. A neighbor approaches it and asks him: you lost 

something? Yes, known as the other, I lost my key. The neighbor who noticed that 

the man seeks at the same place since hours asks him then: but are you sure that 

you lost it under this standard lamp? Not not, the other answers, I believe that I lost 

it there low! But why do you seek here then? , the neighbor is astonished. Because 

there low, it makes sinks and I would see nothing there whereas here, it is quite 

enlightened! 

Me  

And it is me which make you think of this history? 

Oneself 



Yes. You, you look for your way while trusting this dream which pursues you 

day and night and is able only to repeat some learned sequences years ago. I said it 

to you: with the place of an out-of-date chart, you need a compass. 

Me 

You know a compass, you? 

Oneself 

Me 

Me 

You? 

Oneself 

Yes, me.  

I 

I had said it to you: it is insane! 

Me (with Self) 

Why should I believe you? 

Oneself 

Do you prefer to rely on “I”? It awaits only that: to include to you in his be 

delirious. 

Me 

Let think to me of it… 

 

 

Act II 

When “me” is not enough any more 

Even by seeing the things with impartiality, even by realizing that “I” is not me, 

even while having found more serenity because of our distance with respect to “I”, it 

misses a direction with our life, and we let us come from there to feel his 

incomplétude and an interior vacuum of which  we do not know how to come to end. 

It would be said that even released from “I”, we one something that we miss should 

absolutely find and that one seeks hopelessly. 

Some will be appeared that it is because they were not stripped yet enough of 

“I” that they still feel this evil diffuse being. One will then put oneself to contemplate 

long hours on his small cushion and to take part in interminable retirements. The 

spirit risks then suffocation, the inanition, the anaesthesia of the feelings. The 

Buddhist monasteries and the ashrams of India abound in such people who, under 

cover to release itself from ““I”, create super “I” obsessed by the idea of a supreme 

awakening. But nothing, neither long beards, neither days before at the fine bottom 

of a cave, nor the deprivations which one asserts will be able to come to end from 

the feeling from interior vacuum. 

Or one will évertuera oneself with better including/understanding what arrives to 

us in a bulimia of readings, workshops and lesson, or probing the unconscious one 

lasting of the years of therapy. But by want to flush out what, in oneself, made 

 

 
 



obstacle with plenitude  vacuum, one comes from there to build another super “I”, 

full with certainty and erudite sufficiency, unless one does not sink in the systematic 

doubt and the distress. 

Then comes the day when we realize that, only, will not reach we that point, that 

there must be a force larger well than us, a transcendent dimension more skilful than 

our thin aptitudes to find the happiness and the peace of the spirit. Where this is 

Source, this wisdom which transcends our short sights! Some turn to God, but this 

kind of step is necessarily condemned to reproduce a logic of “I” projected on an 

obliging screen called “God”.  

By really opening our interior glance, we will necessarily see - quickly or at the 

end of long wanders, that there is a radical jump to make, that if we want to reach a 

vision which satisfies us fully, not only the idea of one “I” must be abandoned but 

also that of one “me” intrinsic.  

But initially, it is usual that one wonders how to light this me so frail and 

stripped in the vast universe, and that one appears oneself that the enemy to be cut 

down is it “I”. 

 

 

Act III 

Dialogue: who is “me”? 

Me 

If “I” is not me, which is me and how to light it a little?  

Oneself 

You, such as you is, it is already the goal of the voyage. Useless to seek to 

return to you available to a separate absolute of you. The absolute, it is you,…  

Me 

You said to me one day that the absolute, it is you. 

Oneself 

And then? 

Me 

And then there cannot be two absolutes: the absolute is by definition only and 

single ultimate reality. 

Oneself 

A little considered. 

Me 

But you said to me that I can nothing find in the thought. 

Oneself 

Who said to you to think? Considered… 

Me 

 

 
 



I include/understand what you want to say. Let us recapitulate: I had come 

from there to ask me who is “me” when I laid off “I”. A thing is sure: “I” is not me. 

Toi tu es l’absolu et tu me dis que moi aussi je suis l’absolu. Donc… tu… es moi ! ? 

 

 

You you are the absolute and you say to me that me also I am the absolute. 

Thus… you… are me! ? 

Oneself 

Of course. 

Me 

Of course! Of course! It is all that you find with saying! ? 

Oneself 

It was necessary well that you know one day. Here are what shows the true 

vision of which ceased telling stories: you it “me”, you are me “Self”! 

 

 

Act IV 

Me is Oneself 

Our true vision, it is quite simply our natural vision when our glance embué by 

the thoughts projected by the complexes. It is not necessary to have éradiqué the 

latter y to have access. Not to let itself distract by flow from the thoughts which they 

diffuse is enough to return to us to this obviousness: vis-a-vis the vacuum which 

gives the giddiness, we can count only on ourselves, and this ourselves carries in 

him all the answers to our existential questionings. Why resort to concepts of God or 

absolute external with oneself and to which we have to connect to us? Why not 

recognize that ultimate reality is not other than the reality which is there, under our 

eyes, immediately accessible, and of which we form integral part? 

As extravagant as it can appear with the deceived spirits, the answer is: “me” is 

the absolute appearing as “me”, and so at all does not need to be informed by a so-

called transcendent dimension. Transcendent dimension is already there. It is our 

ordinary dimension, it is enough to open the eyes. In fact, there is no transcendence 

other than what we see under our eyes since this reality is in oneself ultimate reality, 

the absolute.  

From there it becomes obvious that, no matter what it arrives in my life, it is 

because of the single reality which is: me which am it Oneself, or Oneself which is 

me. That nothing is the fact of the chance and that all has its raison d'être. Then why 

would we complain to see the things going differently than wish we it ? To want that 

the things are differently than what they are indicates the influence of “I”. When my 

vision is true, I recognize quite naturally that the Life of which I am an expression 

among others knows well better what is appropriate that my identified glance for “I”. 

And as “me” is it Oneself appearing as “me”, it is by participation in the whole that I 

 

 
 



know naturally what is appropriate. In the same way, my hand which takes a bowl 

on the table knows the way of posing this gesture not because it has eyes and a 

brain but because it takes part in the unit which is my body. 

At the beginning, however, we do not rely yet on our innate capacity to clearly 

see, so that as soon as we have just noted that we had a thought moved by a 

complex, instead of benefitting from this moment of respite to look at the things with 

clearness, we interpose a new thought: “I still thought!” or: “This Is the good state 

of mind which I have there?”. In short, we make a whole dish of our search of the 

true glance, and so have just created a new complex, that of the perfection at all 

costs.  There is on this subject a well-known history: a cow is locked up in pre and 

would like so much to taste grass of the outside! One day, inadvertently, the farmer 

forgets to close the barrier. The animal benefits from the occasion and engulfs itself 

in the opening. Hardly it is outside that the barrier is closed again… on its tail ! The 

animal cannot thus leave. Paradoxically, our desire burning to see the things with the 

true glance is our ultimate prevention with the realization of this one. It is that this 

extreme desire is an attachment moreover. 

Our glance can be released instantaneously without having to demolish us of all 

the cumbersome ones that are the complexes. As of the moment when we do not 

add a thought to that which has just passed, we allow a space of vacuity in our 

spirit. The glance that we have then is our true glance, that which sees the things in 

full clearness. Then why don't we more often carry it out? Because we do not believe 

that it is thus, and even if it were said to us, quickly we create a parasitic thought. 

The only way of coming to end is to repeat and still repeat the process of nonaddition 

of a thought moreover . Then, gradually, we will grant a confidence increasing to our 

natural glance able to distinguish the interior of the situations and to have a 

presentiment of the way judicious to behave there. Moreover, it will become us 

moreover more obvious than the ordinary world such as it appears to us, just as our 

ordinary spirit, are already the absolute appearing like “ordinary world” and 

“ordinary spirit”. 

 

 

Chapter 3 

To be Oneself 

-1- 

Dialogue: good-byes 

 

 
 



Me (with Self) 

If I include/understand well, you say to me that I have two options: or I am it 

“I” or I am to you. 

Oneself 

Not. Instead of “I am”, say to you rather “I am you”. Il ne s’agit donc pas de 

me suivre, mais d’être toi-même, c’est-à-dire moi,…euh… je veux dire Soi, ou si tu 

préfères «Je» avec une majuscule. C’est à toi de décider : ou bien tu es «je» ou bien 

tu es toi-même, c’est-à-dire… 

Moi 

Oui, je sais, … toi, … en d’autres termes le Soi,… Je avec majuscule 

!...  (exalté, enthousiaste)  Bon, tu as gagné !  

Je (au moi) 

Tu t’apprêtes à faire la plus grosse bêtise de ta vie !  

Not. Instead of “I am”, say to you rather “I am you”. It is not thus a question 

of following me, but to be yourself, i.e. me,… euh… I want to say Oneself, or if you 

prefer “I” with a capital letter. It is with you to decide: or you are “I” or you are 

yourself, i.e.… 

Me 

Yes, I know,… you,… in other words it Oneself,… I with capital letter! 

…  (exalté, enthusiastic) Good, you gained!  

I (with ego) 

You are on the point of making the stupid thing of your life!  

Me 

You, I did not speak to you! I finally have just included/understood something 

of… 

I (stops it abruptly) 

Pay attention so that you will make! You know what you are on the point of 

leaving but you do not know anything of this Oneself who does not have any 

guarantee to offer to you! 

Me (with I) 

And you, which guarantees me offers you? 

I 

It is that all the gratitude which you testify to me! Since your birth, I do not 

cease guiding you and protecting you! Harms and day, I warned to you against all 

the dangers of the life, I guided you towards the most pleasant things, and here that 

you speak to be left for the come first which has only fine wordss to offer to you! 

Me 

Let us speak about fine wordss! It is all that you can do! And do you see 

where that carried out me? With existential despair! With the metaphysical anguish! 

I 

It is because you reflect too much!  If you had listened to me without you to 

pose so many questions, your life would be simpler! 

Me (with Self) 

If I am your logic, my true vision is thus not my true vision, but well the true 

vision. 

Oneself 



Yes 

Me 

What does that change? 

Oneself 

All! That changes all! There is not the true vision of Luc nor the true vision of 

Cecile, but one and Only one true vision: True vision!  

Me 

As so only one spirit was with the orders ? … a kind of central unit spirit which 

coordinates and animates all the particular beings in only one? 

Oneself 

One and only one unit spirit which appears as all beings like their consciences. 

And this spirit is precisely that which speaks you in this moment: me,… euh… I want 

to say Oneself. 

Me 

You want to thus say that you, you are the unit spirit which, while appearing, 

produces my individualized spirit and that of all the human beings! ? 

Oneself 

You included/understood perfectly. 

Me 

You carry out what you say at least? 

Oneself 

If somebody is well put to carry out what he says, it is well me,… euh… I want 

to say it to Oneself which speak you. 

Me 

We summarize: You,… I want to say Oneself… are the only spirit which exists, 

and me, I am this single spirit there,…   appearing as me? 

Oneself 

It is well that. 

Me 

I acknowledge you that this piece there is rather difficult to swallow. As much 

it seemed logical as much to me that it “I” is an artificial and harmful production, it is 

difficult for me to believe that me is you appearing as me, my own conscience. 

Oneself 

Who speaks to you to believe? Isn't this you which pride you to be true, to 

see the things opposite, as they are, without anything adding to it? It is enough for 

you to look at your own reality to note your land inexistence and the intrinsic 

inexistence of your own conscience. Not to think more in terms of “me” but of 

“Oneself” is the greatest revolution which is! As long as you figures which you are an 

entity with whole share, with a clean spirit, there will be a separation between which 

you figures being and reality. At once forgotten the concept of a person, of one 

“me”, you carry out that you ES ultimate reality and you appear finally in accordance 

with the nature of the things. In short, while being true to you to forget, you are it 

Oneself in his perfect deployment. 

Me 

And if not? 

Oneself 



If not what? 

Me 

If I continue to think me in terms of “me” autonomous. 

Oneself 

This idea there is produced by “I”. It is him which you blows it with the ear. At 

once released of the idea of one “I”, you can only carry out that there is not “ego” 

separate either. The idea that there is a person, a heart is right an idea. If you are 

lucid until the end, you can only note that there is one universal capacity, that only 

one spirit appearing as multiple transitory realities. 

Me 

But then… the people deceived by their “I”,…. who are identified with their 

“I”…?  

Oneself 

It is still difficult to see for you, but they also are me,… I want to say it to 

Oneself which speaks you in this moment. 

Me 

You jokes! ?  All  these beings which struggle in their complexes,…, in their 

ignorance,… them also are you appearing in the form of beings  deceived?  

Oneself 

Yes 

Me 

Wait a little… you want to say that not only me it is you, it to Oneself, but also 

until it “I” who has just deflated under our eyes, it was also you, it Oneself! ? 

Oneself 

Yes, and all that belonged to the natural process. You know,… me  self, which speak 

you in this moment, am not really conscious. I am not it at all besides. It is for 

teaching reasons that I speak in this book. In fact,  Oneself, it is reality with large 

complete.  You and this “I” that you come from congédier, and me which you took 

It is for teaching reasons that I speak in this book. In fact,  Oneself, it is 

reality with large complete.  You and this “I” that you come from congédier, and me 

whom you took the practice to call Oneself of memory of certain C.G.Jung,…  eh well, 

all that it is the Spirit one, the Life, the whole Universe! Jung was in good way by 

affirming it to Oneself, but it had not understood that it Oneself, it is we such as we 

are and whatever our state, waked up or not, and not only one flame of absolute in 

us, a “imago dei”, as it claimed it. 

Me 

Oneself… 

Oneself 

Yes, me. 

Me 

Don't you think that that deserves an explanation…? 

Oneself 

What were you before your birth? 

Me 

I do not know too much. I was not there. 



Oneself 

Indeed, you were nothing… at least like individuality… and what are you now? 

Me 

I am me. 

Oneself 

Forgery.  The proof: who you were  when you were made berner by your “I 

complex”? 

Me 

Ben… I acknowledge that as it had  taken possession of me,…. one can say 

that in this case,… I was a little him… 

Oneself 

Just a little him! ? I would say rather than you were  straightforwardly him! 

And from where it had come this “I” who  was going to you to make take for one “I” 

and one “me”? 

Me 

Of my history, of my antecedents, my ancestors also,… and all that gave my 

complexes to which I was identified at the point to call them “I”. 

Oneself 

And do your ancestors, from which come? 

Me 

There you cart,… one will not go back until the flood and the cave man 

anyway! 

Oneself 

Yes precisely, and even front!  And it comes from where the cave man? 

Me 

Monkey, and the monkey of a fish left water and the fish animals even more 

primitive and that bring back for us to the bacterium and the big-bang all that! 

Oneself 

And here! That proves well that neither you, nor your “I” cherished have clean 

existence! They are the product of the Universe, I would say even by-products of this 

one. And this Universe is only one spirit appearing under myriads of forms of which 

you, your “I” and all the remainder. And this Universe, it is me! … euh… I want to 

say it to Oneself which speaks you in this moment. Oneself = Universe = galaxies, 

trees, them “me”, them “I”, thoughts, and all, all, all… 

Me 

And you, personally, who are you in all that? 

Oneself 

I have just said it to you: I do not exist as something or a somebody of 

private individual! I am right a concept invented by an author for better explaining 

the things! Me, I do not feel anything, I am not aware of nothing! I am a simple 

setting in scene created of all parts to represent the way in which the Universe 

functions,… to speak about a kind of fundamental cosmic capacity,… an absolute 

standard with work in all things,  the force of life, the intelligence of the Life… and 

one cannot converse with an abstract force… except in the books,… when an author 

wants to give me the word at all costs… Hold, here still: the force of life, while being 

put moving, takes all kinds of forms,… you,…. one “I”,… a pair of jean,… 



Me 

I acknowledge that that décoiffe,… leaves me time so that I am done there… 

Oneself 

You have eternity in front of you. Take your time. 

Me 

That one, I had not seen it coming… me, deceived or not,… not to exist any 

more as me… but as Self….  

Oneself 

Think there,… more concern, more worry,… no matter what it arrives, it is of 

my fact. You, you have just to be you, i.e. me,… euh… I want to say Oneself, I… and 

for that, simply not to add of thought to that which has just passed,… if not you fall 

down at the thank you of “I”.  

Me 

But me then, what I become in all that! ? Me! Me! … 

Oneself 

Eh well… it Oneself, the spirit one, the Life, and if that can reassure you, 

instead of “Oneself”, you can say “I” with a capital letter. It is not badly, not? 

Moreover, you are it already, this “I” universal… since always, that you would be 

deceived or not. 

Me 

But practically, how does that occur? 

I (with ego) 

You see, I had said it well to you… just of the words…  it is able only to sell 

cock-and-bull stories to you, but when comes time to go to buy your grocer, it does 

not have anything to propose the concrete one to you. 

Me (with Self) 

It is quite beautiful all these theories, but practically, what do I make for my 

grocer? 

Oneself 

As usual,… you take your money and you pays the merchant. 

Me 

And in more you make spirit yes… but,… how I make to know what I have to 

do,… in general… in my choices of life… 

Oneself 

That is not looked at. 

Me 

How that! I am the first interested one and that does not look at me! 

Oneself 

Absolutely. You, you are me owing to the fact that you are my own 

expression. Then of what do you have to worry or be worried? You, you are the Life, 

and so it is enough for you to let it follow his course, without having to break you the 

head with questions centered about an idea of “I” and “me”. 

Me 

It is true, I had not thought of it… But which was the interest of this small 

play? 

Oneself 



Which small play? 

Me 

De créer un «je» qui m’amène des tas de problèmes, ou de croire que je suis 

un moi alors que je suis Soi. On n’aurait pas pu en arriver directement aux faits ? 

Soi 

Il n’y a jamais eu de petit jeu. D’abord tu nais,…. enfin je veux dire que le Soi se 

manifeste sous forme d’une réalité 

Which small play? 

Me 

To create one “I” who bring me heaps of problems, or to believe that I am 

one me whereas I am Oneself. One could not have arrived directly at the facts? 

Oneself 

It y forever have small play. Initially you are born,…. finally I want to say that 

it Oneself appears in the form of a reality which is you,… then you develop a 

conscience which is appeared more malignant than the force who gave birth to it, 

and so is let invade by  this super data-processing virus called “I” who tell him all 

kinds of cock-and-bull stories . And you, you are very proud and you figures that this 

smooth talker is you. However that brings you full with problems,… then you start to 

require of you why you are unhappy despite everything your efforts and that all 

these thoughts that you serine it “I come from there to realize”, it is right thoughts, 

but not really you, that they are secretions oozing out of the pores of the complexes. 

Then you develop an increasingly true glance, and  stop by you to see that the only 

true entity is it Oneself which is only one spirit appearing as all existences.  Thanks 

to all these turnings you became conscious of yourself and the Reality of the world! 

And it is that the goal of the play! Thanks to you, it Oneself became conscious of 

itself!  You are an eye by which Self - or it I if you prefer  becomes aware of itself! 

All that can seem twisted, but thus the world functions. Imagine one second that it is 

different: that each one has its own spirit with its own rules of the game,… as it is 

the case when people are identified with “I”. See the result: wars since the man is 

man, a devastated planet, the competition for water, oil, the ground, food. All that 

for what? So that of “I” survive and make believe in “ego” which lodge them, that 

they are  somebody of especially well and by far better than the others. 

Me 

It is true, I had not seen the thing under this angle. 

Oneself 

One needs that I leave you,… way of speaking since me I am you. Now, you 

are enough tall to only clear up you, without having to make you ideas of I, me and 

Oneself. Henceforth you know that the three are it Oneself, the spirit one, the Life. 

Me 

Still a last question…. 

Oneself 

A last 

Me 

Why you did not say that to me earlier,… at the beginning of the book, for 

example? 



Oneself 

I repeat it to you: you were not ready. You were monopolized well too much 

by your “I complex”… I intend it already to say you: “Pay attention so that you will 

make! You know what you are on the point of leaving but you do not know anything 

of this Oneself who does not have any guarantee to offer to you!”. And at this time, 

you would have cracked and would be turned over in his lying arms. 

Me 

I must acknowledge that… 

Oneself 

Here… It is all that I had to say to you. Now it is necessary that you forget the 

idea of one Oneself separated from you. If not, you will make ego a complex 

moreover of which you would have to release you. Go! At once that you will have 

forgotten me like separate entity of you, you could really be yourself, i.e. me,… euh… 

I want to say it to Oneself which is you, the intelligence of the Life,…. ! 
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To be true,  it is to be Oneself. 

Not-to think, alias not-attachment, is more one attitude that a technique. It is 

the fundamental attitude of the released beings which makes that they coincide with 

the natural course of the Absolute, the Life, Self. A contrario, when we are not in a 

position not-to think, we cease coinciding with this natural course and sail with 

against current while following old women out-of-date memories.  

A French song said: “It is my life, it is my life, I cannot nothing, it there is it 

which chose me”. The Life with large a V, it is Oneself. It made me, it chose me such 

as I am. No one does not know why it is thus, but it is thus. To recognize that and 

thus the fact that we do not have any capacity in so much than individuality cannot 

be made that when our spirit is clear, i.e. true. It is not a technique but rather a 

observation. But as it is necessary well to begin some share to approach to be it 

true, let us consider it for the moment under its practical aspect. Concretely, it is 

enough that we do not add a thought to that which has just disappeared so that all 

that occurs. Then, our glance sees the things from the point of view of Self, knows 

what is to be made, with saying.  

Most difficult, at the beginning, it is that to the moment when we realize that we 

were in our thoughts, we say ourselves: “I was still in my thoughts! ”, “the next 

time, it is necessary that I hold longer without thinking! ”, or : “I want to be the 

manifestation of Self”. All these small thoughts which penetrate in spite of us 

translate an attachment with the idea of release or even an obsession to succeed, 

which can only reinforce it “I” in spite of the goal is precisely to finish some with him. 

Une fois que nous nous contentons de revenir au réel de l’instant présent sans même 

espérer coïncider avec le mouvement de la Vie, aussitôt que nous réalisons que nous 

 

  



étions perdus dans nos pensées et que nous ne nous jugeons pas à ce sujet, notre 

vision est la vision vraie. C’est instantané et automatique.  

Once that we are satisfied to return to the reality of the moment present without 

very hoping to coincide with the movement of the Life, at once that we realize that 

we were lost in our thoughts and that we do not judge ourselves on this subject, our 

vision is the true vision. It is instantaneous and automatic.  

At the time to wake up, most difficult is to have faith in the fact that our 

conscience such as it is in this moment is perfect at once that it is not absorbed by a 

conditioned thought. One usually appears oneself that the transcendent spirit is 

sublime, radiant, quasi psychedelic; that it perceives the galactic universes,… The 

illustration of the cover of many books of the “new age” correctly translate this taste 

for exoticism. But it is a belief, an assumption.  Our ordinary spirit, our daily spirit is 

ultimate reality, it Oneself. Our terrestrial life is already the result. One often 

presents the waked up ideal as a super capacity which we have to decide of our 

destiny, to reach abundance in accordance with our most expensive dreams. 

However it is the opposite: while renonçant with our pseudo personal 

capacity, we realize that we, as individualities, are not super hero, but of simple 

manifestations of the universe. At the beginning, one tends to think that this way of 

seeing is a degradation, a destruction, a renunciation of our self-determination. It is 

because we regard it to Oneself as distinct from us. It is to forget that Oneself is to it 

us and that we are it Oneself. Rationally, it is impossible to design such a thing, but 

the true vision is before very intuitive. 

Chapter 4 

To carry it out to Oneself 

Us to express as Self rather than as “I” is not other than the awakening.  Of course, 

we know now that it “I” is also a form of Self. In the facts, therefore, it is nothing 

which is not because of single Oneself. It is by convenience of language that we 

distinguish the acts making or not body with Self. Also by convenience of language 

and for better including/understanding of it the implications, here this awakening 

peeled in some attributes.  

Traditionally, this one is known as to relate to three fundamental fields: 

that of meditation consisting to maintain a free attitude any obstacle and thus to 

encourage the fundamental intuition; that of the reflexion consisting in examining 

reality in what it has of more concrete and considering the way of bringing up to date 

us in the world; and finally that of the action by which we express our awakening 

concretely. 
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To collect itself 

All starts with the appeasing of the thoughts without which we cannot see 

clearly. There is no hidden trick. It is enough to let pass the last thought which we 

have just had without producing some another and to be completely present, there 

where we are, and at once we carry out the true vision. This vision which is the 

fundamental and original vision, knows that all is only one spirit appearing by taking 

the form of the billion billion worlds and beings. No need to show it. It is an innate 

and spontaneous knowledge. One forgets then “I” and “me” and one becomes 

expression of the Life, either in as long as cancerous cell not taking part in the 

harmony of the world, but in there convergent.  

To let pass the thoughts without adding some of other to the last which has just 

passed, not to even have the intension to be the expression of the absolute, is the 

basic attitude. One cannot even say that it is a practice intended to make us reach in 

a transcendent state since our life is already this state, that we are occupied peeling 

vegetables or leading our car. 

For that, we do not have to try to detach us from anything. The detachment will 

be done itself. The less let us think we of it, the better it is. By not adding a new 

thought, not even that to become somebody of better, we do not produce new 

attachment. It is what I called the not-attachment: not  to rather attach a new 

thought to the preceding one than to seek to be detached from our complexes. The 

remainder is done from the benevolent capacity of the universe, of Self. The 

important thing is our constancy.  It is the secrecy of the success.  

Even if our life knows reverses and adventures which bring back for us in our 

complexes and our insecurities; even if we live perfect happiness and that that 

returns to us tepid in our vigilance, it is necessary to persevere day and night. Also 

in we let us put at the bed the evening  while remaining vigilant and while not 

following the thoughts, we prepare to spend one night peaceful. Et dès le réveil, si 

nous avons décidé de rester quelques minutes au lit, au lieu de voguer dans nos 

pensées semi-endormies, si nous restons vigilants à ne pas ajouter de pensées, nous 

favorisons la vision vraie en nous. 

And as of alarm clock, if we decided to remain a few minutes with the bed, 

instead of sailing in our semi-deadened thoughts, if we remain vigilant not to add 

thoughts, we support the true vision in us. 

Several other factor can also contribute to our progress, whereas others prove to 

be obstacles. One will be able to thus privilege a healthy life supporting the clear 

thinking,  frequentation of people to the advance close to ours, the not-dispersion of 

our activities, the fact of not mixing our practice with others of which the effect 

would oppose that of not-thinking. With the number of the factors supporting the 

attitude not-to think, there is of course the meditation . 



To meditate is not a special action by which one creates a special state of mind. 

As in the life, one lets pass the thoughts without adding some of news to that which 

has just passed. The only difference of with the everyday life, it is that one is there 

only for that. It then becomes easier to observe us and return to not-thinking. 

Why meditate? The human spirit is so easily dispersed and confused that a 

discipline proves to be necessary at the majority among us. Day and night, our spirit 

packs and nothing seems to be able to stop it.  At the beginning, one is likely to be 

disappointed because it “I”, once delivered to itself and without its usual 

entertainments, is put all-with-blow to howl and leave its cage. In meditation, more 

than on any other occasion, we can observe at which point we are invaded by him. It 

is only gradually that we come from there to see all the images that it projects us 

like simple ghostly constructions and with us as a distancier. An old poem called 

about the meditation: “Outside calms it, inside the movement”. More than on any 

other occasion, at the beginners, it is during the meditation that it “I” seek to seize 

us, as if it feared that we escape to him. 

While putting at it the wanted effort and especially perseverance, we can bring 

back our spirit to more moderation and of quietude, simply by not adding new 

thoughts each time we see ourselves thinking.  For what relates to me, to meditate 

is anything else only that. Null extatic experiment, null sublime vision. 

Practically, how that is it done?  Several traditions teach it with their way. Here 

that practised in Zen/chan : 

One assoit on a cushion, legs crossed in lotus or half-lotus. (If it is not possible, 

one can use a small bench of meditation or a chair).  It is important that the back is 

quite right and the basin rocked forwards . The knees press on the ground, one 

“pushes the sky” with the top of cranium. The chin returned, the slackened 

shoulders, them  mi-clos eyes, the glance lowered with more or less a meter in front 

of oneself. The end of the language is in contact with before palate. The back of the 

right hand is posed on the root of the right thigh, the back of the left hand on the 

palm of the right hand, inches in contact, as if an egg were held. The expiry is slow 

and deep. It goes down under the navel. Each time a thought passes, one returns to 

the posture and breathing. No need to think or analyze the process of it. To let pass 

the thoughts and remain concentrated on the posture and breathing is enough.  

That is to say known as while passing: this méditative attitude lends itself to all 

the possible and conceivable activities: to drive a car, to go, make the kitchen,… At 

any moment to return to the presence to the body and breathing by not adding a 

new thought, create in our spirit as many waves to release taken.  

By extension, a retirement is a unique opportunity to support not-to think it. 
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To reflect 

We defined the reflexion in the glossary of the first chapter like the production 

voluntary and conscious of ideas, concepts, images   according to a given goal. We in 

particular mentioned there that it cannot inform us on what is relevant or not. On the 

other hand, once a decided direction, it can help us to register it in concrete reality. 

The reflexion, not more than science, cannot inform us about our direction of life. On 

the other hand, it is a tool impossible to circumvent to find the means of bringing up 

to date it. It also intervenes during our period of search of truth. How much people 

would prevent themselves many turnings if they reflected somewhat before adhering 

to the new theory concoctée by a Californian therapeutist in evil of success. The 

good direction and the reflexion indeed left fascinating our step of awakening even if 

one often intends to say that the mental one is a prevention with the fundamental 

    

 
 

    

    



intuition. Je réponds qu’avant de songer à nous ouvrir à cette intuition, il nous faut 

développer une structure interne solide 

That is to say known as while passing: this méditative attitude lends itself to all 

the possible and conceivable activities: to drive a car, to go, make the kitchen,… At 

any moment to return to the presence to the body and breathing by not adding a 

new thought, create in our spirit as many waves to release taken.  

By extension, a retirement is a unique opportunity to support not-to think it. 
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To reflect 

We defined the reflexion in the glossary of the first chapter like the production 

voluntary and conscious of ideas, concepts, images   according to a given goal. We in 

particular mentioned there that it cannot inform us on what is relevant or not. On the 

    

 
 

    

    



other hand, once a decided direction, it can help us to register it in concrete reality. 

The reflexion, not more than science, cannot inform us about our direction of life. On 

the other hand, it is a tool impossible to circumvent to find the means of bringing up 

to date it. It also intervenes during our period of search of truth. How much people 

would prevent themselves many turnings if they reflected somewhat before adhering 

to the new theory concoctée by a Californian therapeutist in evil of success. The 

good direction and the reflexion indeed left fascinating our step of awakening even if 

one often intends to say that the mental one is a prevention with the fundamental 

intuition. I answer that before thinking of opening to us with this intuition, it is 

necessary for us to develop a structure interns solid, made direction of the 

observation, critical spirit and logic.  Especially, let us not burn the stages! It may be 

even that the essence of our life consists in learning how to have the head on the 

shoulders and the feet on ground rather than to develop a direction of membership 

with Self. Better that is worth than the escape in the illusory worlds than offers a 

certain literature in vogue to us. 

The reflexion is invaluable for us before the awakening in the sense that it keeps 

us the feet on ground. It is quite as invaluable for us after because it enables us to 

express in concrete acts what the intuition insufflated in us. 
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To act 

It is with our acts that we recognize the value of our step. They are the final 

expression. We can contemplate and reflect years having without really to have 

included/understood what is to be true. Self, it is the Life, and the characteristic of 

the Life is to be alive, i.e. activates, without what energy solidifies and dies. In last 

spring, only our acts reflect really which we are. 

We will say we in vain to length of day that we are it Oneself, we in vain will 

cultivate not-to think it, if, at a given time, we do not pass to the action and do not 

open our advance with our relation in the world and the others, this one will be only 

one vain drive. We will resemble then pilot candidates of plane who very learned how 

from art to fly without never being assembled in an apparatus.  

It is only by confronting us with the world, while interacting with the others, that 

our interior advance shapes and is integrated. To forget oneself - because it is well of 

that that it acts when one speaks to be true, that is done in the action with and for 

the world. Our awakening with the fact that we are it Oneself passes by this 

abnegation which does not have anything disaster. It is by the action in and on the 

 

  



world that we are carried like integral and fascinating part Self out. By it, we come 

from there to forget us as “I” and that “me” recalcitrant. 

It may be that the act dictated by our meditation and our reflexion is not to 

move from where we are. It will be then the act not to move. But, contrary to the 

inertia of which did not walk on towards truth and is satisfied to remain  sat in its 

armchair, this “not to move” will be equipped with a real acting power. 

 

 

Conclusion 

We traversed together the three states of “me is I”, “me is not I” and “me is 

true”, i.e. Oneself. Well of others explained these things. As a conclusion, here an 

arrangement of the statements of two of them: Swami Muktananda and Huang Po. 

.  

The man  

Much sorrow is given to the outside Because he does not know 

Unlimited happiness  

Who remains in his heart. 

It explores the ground,  

Seek the entertainments, 

And seldom  try to find  

This which exists with the inside. 

Parce which it does not have knowledge  

Of the enormous capacity which is in him, 

It will seek  support  

In the external world. 

Parce which it does not make the experiment  

Of the interior love, 

It will seek the love at the others. 

It is unaware of that all is it Oneself  

And that Oneself is to it plenitude. 

It is unaware of the creative capacity  

Of the whole universe which made us,  

 

  



Us supports  

And animates us. 

Without the knowledge of Self, 

The knowledge of the external things  

Cannot bring  

Que des satisfactions temporaires,  

En tous cas pas le vrai bonheur. 

That temporary satisfactions,  

In all cases not true happiness. 

To recognize that all things  

Are the expression of Self  

Is the goal of any human life. 

Some apply  

With spiritual practices  

With an aim of reaching it to Oneself,  

But we do not reach it to Oneself  

By spiritual practices  

Parce that it Oneself is already reached.  

Self is us, our gestures, our thoughts. Why seek it  

Then that it is enough to recognize it  

For what our spirit does calm down? 

Of same as the sun  

Cannot be separated from its light,  

Self cannot be separated from us.  

Its capacity supports our life. 

If the heart beats, if the spirit becomes aware, Pense, reflects, likes, it is due to Self. 

Self creates our bodies of the directions, 

The objects which they perceive  

And feelings that they give us. 

Self not having a particular form,  

It is not possible to describe it  

By particular characteristics.  

However let us make we the experiment of it  

At each moment of our life.  

The directions cannot perceive it  

Parce that it is him which makes them function, the spirit cannot describe it  

Parce that it is him which makes it think. However one can know it,  

And for this reason,  

One needs neither the spirit nor of the directions:  

Since the world is Itself,  

It illuminates Itself.  

Since Itself,  

They are also our bodies of the directions  

And our spirit,  

It can see itself  

And to become aware of itself. 



This Principle grants knowledge  

And conscience of the things which it illuminates,  

Y included/understood of ourselves. 

It lights itself  

And makes itself conscious of what it is. 

Of same as one perceives  

Our reflection in the mirror,  

Of same one can see it to Oneself  

Reflected in the mirror of the purified spirit. Some believe that they are the 

impurities  

Present in the spirit  

Who cause our incapacity  

To harmonize us  

With the natural course of Self.  

They are unaware of  

That what they call impurities  

Is also it Oneself. 

They is rather the ideas that they are done  

On what is pure and impure, true and false, Bien and badly, me and not me,  

Who darken their spirit. 

As of a thought emerges,  

Born from such a belief, 

We lose the true vision  

And let us forget that there is nothing which is not it Oneself. 

That we carry out an active life  

In the company  

Or that we live in a monastery, We are it Oneself 

And let us can of it be conscious. 

At once that we do not add  

A thought with that which has just disappeared, We create a space  

Of vacuity fully conscious,  

And this moment is true vision  

By which Self - which is also us  

Becomes aware of Self. 

At the beginning, it is by a conscious effort  

That we practise not-to think it.  

A long time, we appear ourselves that thus, We will reach one day it Oneself. 

Then we let us come from there  

To forget why we do it. 

It is then it Oneself  

Who starts to drive our not-to think. 

As of at the time, not-to think it  

Is done spontaneously.  

Then, it is enough for us to be conscious  

And we are automatically inspired. 

To be true, it is to be established in Self  



And in the knowledge. 

Not to be true,  

It is to be unaware of that we are already it Oneself And not to be not conscious  

But obnubilated  

By the images projected by “I”. 

We are it Oneself incarnated,  

Here what becomes obvious when we forget it “I” and it “me”.  
Text inspired  of Swami Muktananda (I am That - Editions Horus/Lyon  1978) and Houang Po (Talks -  Editions the two oceans Paris 1985) 
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